May 2020

ACBL UNIT 499 NEWSLETTER

President’s Message

Hello Unit 499!

Wow, has it been a month! Lots going on and nothing going on—it is all about the same each day. Days take on the extra burden of
what to do, other than the necessary obligations.

I have been playing a lot of bridge on bridgebase.com, reading quite a bit, and walking each day to get the body moving. The time
feels nice to have; I am missing people and being outside with others. That is when that glorious walk comes into action. Freedom
to be out and moving, what a wonderful feeling!

Lots of time for those necessary projects at home, getting everything just right. Cooking favorite dishes to enjoy alone, thinking of
others who I have shared the treats with from the past. Cooking certainly takes on a new role when it is all that you do for eating
(not going out to dine). One has to be especially creative in the process of delivery. Lisa Assoni is making cooking videos from her
home and sharing them. Quite a few different delicious meals are what she presents in her video clip.

What are you doing to keep busy and satisfied in your daily routine? I hope that it is something fun and exciting. Take care, and I’ll
see you when things get better.

Lyn Sacco
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...from the Editor
Thanks to those who contributed to eDeclarer this month
– Liz Ritter, Sharon Tarpinian and Tom Henry, we appreciate that you took the time to share with us. Since the
newsletter has been repurposed to include anything of
interest to our readers, it’s nice to have some new, diversified content.

Communication is vital to enhancing our lives, so let’s
make good use of our Google Groups and reach out to the
bridge community. We want to know if you’re ok, and if
you need help, or can offer help to those in need.

Stay healthy!
Unit 499 eDeclarer
Published monthly
Editor: Judy Keilin

Judy Keilin
Editor

Publisher: Mary Krouse
Submit articles to jkeilin@gmail.com
Volume 108
May 2020
Deadline for June is May 18th

To submit a letter to the editor,
send it to Judy Keilin at
jkeilin@gmail.com

Mary Krouse, Publisher

Be sure to visit the unit website for more information on our clubs and
events, as well as archives of our newsletters.
diablovalleybridge.com/ccbc
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Milestones and New Members
MILESTONES
NEW MEMBERS
NEW CLUB MASTERS
Emily Beaty
Ronald Forney
Leslie Golden
Mike Topper
Emily Van Fleet

NEW REGIONAL MASTERS
Patrick Harlow

NEW ADVANCED NABC MASTERS

Sue Beasley
Gray Cardiff
Linda Cardiff
Helen Dailey
Glenn Gross
William Guthrie
Janet Higgins
Pamela Light
Elizabeth Moise
Judith Peak
Bernice Rudley
Connie Whitman
Robert Whitman
Ben Bernstein
Herbert Bernstein

Furgan Naeem

Carol Chuckery
Carl Garrett

NEW RUBY LIFE MASTERS
Christina Nevin
Bill Samuels
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Let’s greet these new members
and welcome them when you meet
them at the tables.
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BRIDGE
Snoopy's Finest Card Game
(Trump That, Red Baron)

Most bridge players are not aware that Snoopy and his creator, Charles M. Schulz, were bridge enthusiasts. Members of the
public did not understand the bridge that appeared occasionally in the strips, but they put up with this little quirk in the makeup
of the beloved cartoonist, who died in February.
In May 1997 four consecutive strips featured bridge hands, and the American Contract Bridge League made Snoopy and Woodstock honorary life masters. Schulz was delighted. His strip that appeared on Nov. 7 centered on the bridge deal shown in the
diagram.

The same layout appears in Ely Culbertson's ''Gold Book,'' first published in 1936, allowing a pleasant speculation. Did the bridge
exploits of World War I's greatest fictional flyer find their way into the archives of the great bridge authority two decades later?
Or was it the other way round?
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In the first frame Snoopy, in flying gear, is sitting on a doghouse decorated with suit symbols. In the second he is engaged in a
game with three small helmeted friends. The third shows the diagram, and Snoopy correctly interprets his partner's mumbled
bid as a raise to three no-trump.

The reader is left to guess that a spade is led and can see that South has eight tricks. If he routinely attempts to set up a ninth
trick in clubs he will almost surely fail. The defenders will establish spades and make at least five tricks in the black suits.

At this point duty calls. ''Sorry, men,'' Snoopy says. ''We'll finish that hand when I return.''

He and the doghouse take to the air, and he boldly faces a barrage of anti-aircraft fire. He is in great danger but succeeds in returning to base.

''Flying Ace Snoopy reporting, mon capitaine,'' he says.

The capitaine, one infers, is not pleased.

''Yes, sir. Everything went bad,'' says Snoopy. ''Perhaps the captain could tell me what I did wrong.''

The chastened flyer returns to the bridge game, where the troops have been patiently waiting.

''He said I should have led a low heart to the queen.''
Submitted by Liz 47553rd
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WHIST TRAYS, ANYONE?
Being isolated for over a month, after making ICU masks and distributing them, I made time to clean closets. I came upon these 18
antique PAINE whistle trays in their carrying case.Most trays have cards.

If anyone is interested, I’ll let them go for $35.

Call or text at 925-200-9758.

Sharon Tarpinian
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Dishing out more than we can chew?
Are you playing online? Another challenge is facing us, but we Bridge players are pretty resilient. We’ve been spoiled with our
competitive face-to-face combat, but now we have this horrific virus that’s keeping us apart. I know many of you have Bridge as a
lifeline to keeping your brains sharp, and sprits high. We need people, so I pray for all that will be stay safe and healthy. This too
shall pass..

It’s refreshing to recall when at the tables, bids can fly out, leads out of turn, partner didn’t understand your bid, and hands go
up. The director comes to our aid, and makes his decision. We’ve all heard those words shouted out by our opponents. Some can
really give a holler, and a big wave. Sometimes you don’t even know why they called. When describing what occurred, the director tries to defuse the situation, and calmly asks what happened and when. As you’re all aware, you bid and begin to play the
hand. I do miss it terribly.

BUT now, you’re playing on line and you call the director by pressing the blue icon with the three horizontal lines. Help is on the
way!

Yes, there’s a learning curve to playing online Bridge. Well, I encourage you keep trying and discuss your strategy with your partner prior to starting the game. We should all be considerate of others when playing online, as we do during typical club games.
Director can be called if opponents or your partner is not responding in a timely manner.

I miss the patter of big feet walking into our club. I miss the birdies flocking to the fountains, and the camaraderie that makes this
game so special. I’d love to see and hear all of you.

I’m still cooking my A—off, and really enjoying my home-cooked meals, especially during difficult times. Healthy food choices are
essential.

Ciao Bella, well wishes to all.
The ShortCut Cook
Lisa Assoni
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SLAM TRIES OVER PARTNER’S PRE-EMPTS
Sometimes it can be difficult to make a slam try over partner’s pre-empts without running the risk of getting too high. I’m
sure all of you have had partner open a very weak pre-empt, particularly non-vulnerable, and you are holding a hand with the
world’s fair and make a slam try, only to go down when game is cold. This is not meant to criticize partner opening a weak
pre-emptive hand, since the whole purpose of pre-empting in first or second seat is to make life more difficult for the opponents.

For example, who could criticize partner opening 2 Hearts with this hand: (xx, Q10xxxx, Kx, xxx), if they are not vulnerable.
No matter how good responder’s hand is, there is good chance that jumping to 4NT can result in a negative score and a bad
board.

Following is a solution that I recommend for this dilemma. It is called Pre-emptive Key Card Gerber (PKCG) and it has five
steps. Over any two or three level pre-empt by partner, other than 3 Clubs,
(a special case to be discussed later), the
slam try bid is 4 Clubs. The response to this bid involves five steps, as follows:

4 Diamonds-

Zero Key Cards

4 Hearts-

One Key Card

4 Spades-

One Key Card plus the trump Queen

4 NT-

Two Key Cards

5 Clubs-

Two Key Cards plus the trump Queen

You can see in the example above how easy it would be to get out below 4NT in the case of a major suit pre-empt and have a
chance to get a good score.

I mentioned the special case of partner’s 3C opening. In that case the same five steps apply, but the responder bids 4 Diamonds to ask. The first step in this case is 4 Hearts. Bidding 4 Diamonds as the asking bid leaves a 4C response by you over 3C
as simply furthering the pre-emptive.

Good luck!

Mike Bandler
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CRUISE TO NOWHERE
Debby and Wayne Rechnitz had planned to conduct a bridge cruise originating in Australia just as the virus was shutting things
down. Here’s the story:

We were on the NCL Jewel that made national news when four different countries refused to let us port. We were heading to the
South Pacific Islands when they closed to all cruise ships. We then diverted down to New Zealand, and a day before we were to
have arrived, it refused us. Then, it was off to Australia who also refused us the next day. We took off fast for Fuji where we were
again refused. We spent a few hours in the middle of the ocean with the turbines shut off while the captain waited to hear from
NCL Corporate office. We then headed for Pago Pago America Samoa to only refuel and restock. No one could leave the ship and
there were armed guards on shore to enforce that. We headed for Honolulu, which had already said it would deny us, but we
then lost one of the turbines en route. We limped into Honolulu and they allowed us to disembark under strict restrictions. From
ship, we went direct to bus, and then to a charter flight to LAX, and then to SFO, arriving home around midnight.

The bridge program was a huge success. Our players not only enjoyed the experience, but demanded us to continue every day
while at sea (which was every day).

I have to give a lot of credit to the crew of the Jewel for constant cleaning, washing, and hygiene 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
The captain commented that it was the first time in his over thirty-year career that there was no viruses on board. That means no
colds, no flu, and no Corona (the virus not the beer...plenty of Corona beer). This was due to passenger and crew constantly thinking about hygiene. It really does work!!!

Debby Rechnitz

KEEP YOUR COOL AT THE BRIDGE TABLE
One day Buddha was walking through a village. A very angry and rude young man came up and began insulting him. “You have no
right teaching others,” he shouted. “You are as stupid as everyone else. You are nothing but a fake.”

Buddha was not upset by these insults. Instead he asked the young man “Tell me, if you buy a gift for someone, and that person
does not take it, to whom does the gift belong?”

The man was surprised to be asked such a strange question and answered, “It would belong to me, because I bought the gift.”

The Buddha smiled and said, “That is correct. And it is exactly the same with your anger.
If you become angry with me and I do not get insulted, then the anger falls back on you.”

Submitted by Tom Henry
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Play a Hand with Me
Play A Hand With Me….

May, 2020

North
S J962
H 9875
D K
C K1097
West

East

S 75

S 1084

H KJ1063

H4

D Q853

D J976

C 83

C AQJ64

South
S AKQ3
H AQ2
D A1042
C 52_

This deal came up in a local club game and features Darrell Fung playing in 4 Spades after this auction: 1D p 1H p, 2S p 4S p, all
pass.
The opening lead was the 8 of clubs which rates to be a short suit lead. East won the J and decided to give his partner a ruff, so he
continued with the A of clubs and a low club.
Darrell decided that this was not going to be an easy contract to make so he pitched a low heart from his hand hoping that West
would think they needed to cash their heart winners so after trumping this West led a low heart into Darrell’s hand. Darrell now
drew the trumps in 3 rounds and took the rest with 3 high trumps, 2 hearts, 2 diamonds, 1 club and a diamond ruff in the dummy
and a heart ruff in his hand.
Note, at trick 2, East should not give up the club position, he should lead a heart and now Darrell would have no choice but to take
the heart finesse and go down like most of the other declarers.
When you are in a contract that doesn’t look too promising, it helps to create a trap for the opponents and this one worked.
jweitzner@sbcglobal.net
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Improve Your Bridge Play

IMPROVE YOUR BRIDGE PLAY
By David Terris
THE “NEW MINOR SUIT FORCING” CONVENTION (Part 1)
Consider the following auction and Responder’s hand.
Open.

Opp.

Resp.

Opp.

1♦

Pass

1♥

Pass

1NT

Pass

???

♠K52

♥AJ732

♦QJ6

♣53

Opener has shown 12-14 HCP. As Responder you have enough values to invite game, but if Opener has at least
three hearts, a heart contract might be better than notrump. How can you invite game and also determine whether
there is a heart fit? If you jump rebid your hearts it shows a 6-card suit. If you rebid 2NT, you can miss the 5-3 fit if
it exists. The answer is to use the convention known as “New Minor Suit Forcing” (NMF). In the above example,
you would rebid 2♣. This is an artificial bid (new minor suit—says nothing about clubs) which asks Opener to further describe his hand. Opener’s response can show whether or not he has a fit for your suit as well as describing
the strength of his 1NT rebid.
When the opening bid is 1♣, 1♦ or 1♥, and Responder bids a major suit and Opener rebids notrump, a new minor
suit by Responder is artificial and forcing and is a request for more information. The following sequences are examples of NMF. In all cases Opener has rebid 1NT or jumped to 2NT after Responder has bid a major suit. Note
that if Responder’s suit is hearts, Opener’s rebid of 1NT denies having 4 spades.
Open.

Resp.

1♣

1♥
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Open.
1♦

Resp.
1♠
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1NT

2♦!

Open.

Resp.

1♥

1♠

1NT

2♣!

1NT

2♣!

To use NMF, Responder should have at least invitational values (10+ HCP). He could be seeking a 3-card fit for his
5-card major suit, and he wants to know Opener’s values in order to set the proper contract and level of play.

Opener’s Priorities Following Responder’s NMF Call
Minimum Values, 12 or 13- HCP:
Bid 2NT with less than 3-card support for Responder’s major suit.
Support Responder’s major suit at the 2-level with 3-card or more support.
Maximum Values, 13+ or 14 HCP:
Jump to 3NT with less than 3-card support for Responder’s major suit.
Jump to the 3-level in Responder’s major suit with 3-card or more support.
Two Other Descriptive Rebids by Opener:
If Opener’s suit was 1♦ and Responder’s NMF call was 2♣, Opener can rebid 2♦ to show a five card suit, minimum values, and no support for Responder’s major suit.
If Responder’s major suit is spades, Opener’s first priority is to show a 4-card heart suit, if he has one, to determine a possible 4-4 heart fit because Responder may have started with five spades and four hearts. Opener
must first show a 4-card heart suit regardless of whether or not he has 3-card support for spades and regardless of strength.
Next time: “New Minor Suit Forcing” examples. Hold these rules for reference.
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Club News
This section is for club owners and managers who wish to submit news about their games. Please go to our website for information about all our clubs, game times, and to check on the latest results. Diablovalleybridge.com

Until further notice all bridge clubs in Unit 499 are closed due to the coronavirus. Stay
home, stay safe! Visit our website for information.
Also visit ACBL.org to find information about on line classes and places to play.

ROSSMOOR DUPLICATE BRIDGE CLUB
Gateway Club, Rossmoor
ROSSMOOR NEWS

Like most of us in Rossmoor I am very grateful to live here during this shutdown. I think the same gratitude can be said for most
all of the Bay Area. We live in a beautiful place with opportunities to get outside and enjoy nature while continuing to distance
from others. I'm also grateful to live in California where the severity and highly contagious nature of COVID-19 is understood
and taken seriously.

We look forward to the day we can return to face-to-face duplicate bridge!

Good wishes to all. Stay safe!

Kit Miller
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MESSAGE FROM THE CCBC BOARD OF DIRECTORS
We sincerely hope that all of you and your families are staying healthy - and are successfully coping with this challenging environment.

One month ago today, CCBC held our last game in Concord - and began our temporary shutdown. We are all looking forward to
the time when we can re-start our operations. We are missing bridge, but more importantly, we are missing our friends!

In the mean-time, we do have online bridge. There are two great online opportunities to play on “Bridge Base Online” and earn
black MP’s and at the same time support your local club:

1) “Support Your Club” games are held on Bridge Base Online (BBO) three times every day. These games started on March 19 and quickly became very popular. Players log in from all over the US (and from other countries, too) to play. Most sessions
have 300 tables! Games are open, but stratified.

2) “Virtual CCBC” games, starting April 1, are being played each day (at 10 AM, Monday through Saturday). Open games are
held Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Limited MP games are being held on Tuesday (499), Thursday (999), and Saturday (199).
Tables fees are only $5 for open games and $4 for limited games. Grant Robinson has done a terrific job of setting up online
bridge for our CCBC players - and addressing many start-up questions from our players. These games are especially fun - because you can reconnect with friends (and chat online between hands). Yesterday, we were pleasantly surprised to have Linda
Gross (a long time Unit 499 member) join us from her new home in Utah! Attendance at these CCBC games has been ramping
up every day.

A significant portion of the revenues from both types of games goes back to the club - helping us cover some of
non-profit bridge club's ongoing fixed costs.

You have especially been on our minds during this week of special holidays. We value our friendships more than ever and have
renewed hope for a bright future.

Please take good care of yourselves and your loved ones.

CONTRA COSTA BRIDGE CENTER
Mike Bandler
Bruce Johnsonbaugh
Mark Humphrey
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Lamorinda Bridge Club
Lamorinda Bridge Club is hosting bridge games online through Bridge Base Online. The game schedule is:
Tuesday 7pm Open Game $5
Wednesday 10am Open Game $5
Friday 10am Limited Game (499) $5
Saturday 10am Open Game $5
Sunday 10am Open Game $5
To participate you have to;
Join BridgeBase.Com (no charge)
List a User Name and Password
Enter your ACBL #
Buy BB$ with a credit card, to play in the ACBL Virtual Games
Please note: we have been told that if you go to your browser to log on to Briidge Base to buy Bridge Base Dollars (BB$), you will
be charged flat rate dollars, but if you access BridgeBase.com by using the Bridge Base App, you may be charged a higher rate for
your BB$. There could be a 30% surcharge for the table fee in Bridge Bucks (BB$).
The master points you will earn will ultimately be increased by 50% over the normal Bridge Base Points once the results are posted
to the ACBL Live for Clubs Website.
If you encounter problems with this signing up process, or entering games, please contact Jerry. He can talk you through the process.
Jerry is also offering some online lessons. Please contact him if you are interested.
We will be monitoring public announcements and messages from ACBL so that we can keep our own little bridge community safe
from the spread of the virus.
We will notify our students and players via email messages when it appears safe to resume bridge activities through our Lamorinda
Bridge Club.
Upcoming Schedule
To be announced once more is known about when we can resume meeting
together in groups.
Jerry Chamberlain & Winnie Jasper
Jerry@wjasper.com,
Winnie@wjasper.com
925-766-5228 (J)
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